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It's time to renew.

Be on the lookout for a friendly invitation from our secretary Dick Hall to renew
AHPS membership for 1993. Membership renewal fee $15 .00 overseas $25 .00.

AHPS is a member of the Swiss Philatelic Union (VSPhV) and therefore is able to
offer its members the opportunity to subscribe to their publication SBZ
(Schweizerische Briefmarken Zeitung .) This monthly journal is written in German
and French, with many four-color illustrations . Membership fee is $30.00 . For
further information contact Ralph Soderberg (see masthead for address).

You can join the "Helvetia Philatelic Society" (HPS) of Great Britain . The primary
benefit is a subscription to their monthly English language News Letter . Annual
membership or renewal to HPS is S20 .00.

Booth membership fees can be paid along with your AHPS dues . Deadline for
payment is December 31, 1992 for 1993 memberships . This is a firm cutoff date —
late payments for VSPhV and HPS cannot be processed.
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FROM UP FRONT

	

Mario Wiedenmeier

Well folks, this is it . My two year
term at the helm of AHPS comes to
a close at the end of this year . This
was a very exciting two year term
with ups and downs and some
remarkable achievements . First, my
sincerest thank you to all elected and
appointed officers . All will stay on to
make for a smooth transition.
Without these helping and guiding
hands, I would not have made it.
Thank you.

The ups . We have a small group of
translators which enabled us to create
a truly versatile "Tell" . All "Swiss
philatelic Journals" gave permission to
publish translated articles and the
translator's did it . Thank you very,
very much . And, of course, a great
thank you to all contributors of
original material.

The downs. Insufficient participation
by members at large! We still have
no vice presidential candidate.

And the remarkable achievement.
The editor of Zumstein's Berner
Briefmarken Zeitung requested
permission to translate a published
article from "Tell" by Herbert Brach,
"An Innocent Letter" (XVIII, #3, May
1992) . I think this is a first . Do I see
a trend?

Besides that, Herbert Brach was
made a member of the Swiss Postal
History Study Group and was named

to their Strubel Study Group as one
of two foreigners . Congratulations.

Oh, yes, by the way, I will stay on a
little longer as an appointed officer,
your editor . Erny Bergman is the
candidate for president of AHPS, see
page 236 in this issue.

A few words about published and
publishing of Swiss philatelic articles
are in place . At present most Swiss
Philatelic journals have resorted to fill
many of they're pages with articles
concerning other than Swiss materials.
I wonder if Swiss philatelic interests
and research has exhausted it selves or
if write-ups about expensive materials
only are in . Does this present a
certain typical Swiss greediness to talk
about the most expensive i .e.
unaffordable stuff only . Would it not
be opportune to awake and instill
interest in the " average Swiss stamp "
again, for our youth or newcomers to
this field? Even at the cost to be
repetitious? Have our peer's given up
by assuming every body watches TV
anyhow and beginners buy inexpens-
ively, only old folks with money can
enrich dealers . Is there no need to
teach anymore? I agree classical
stamps from any country are worth
attention but completely ignore the
average stuff doing so?

Last but not least thank you to all
our benefactors including VSPhV for
continued support.
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Thoughts about crash covers.
By Roland F . Kohl (translated by Heinrich Heissinger) from the Postal History 13/49 Feb . 1992
POSTGESCHICHTE-VERLAG Postfach 174 CH-8024 Zürich (overseas subscription Fr . 38. )

It is not everyone's choice to collect
mail salvaged from flights involved in
accidents (balloons, airplanes, blimps).
Some collectors I knew felt this to be
in bad taste and opposed such collec-
tions out of principle . There is some
substance to their concern, conside-
ring that in many cases these acci-
dents caused loss of human lives.

On the other hand, to the airmail
collector these letters or postcards
document the progress of air traffic,
and progress is not possible without
set-backs . The pilots of early postal
airplanes in the 1920's knew well that
flying these primitive machines was
life threatening. Accidents were
frequent, caused by poor visibility in
bad weather, or by mechanical
problems with the airplane or it's
motor . In the 1930 's airplane design
and construction was much improved
and crashes due to mechanical
problems were less frequent.
Installation of radar and radio
localizing beam systems in the
airports after WW II eliminated
weather hazards . The only risk
which never was - and probably never
will be - totally eliminated is human
error.

In exhibitions we often see collections
which display exclusively crash
covers . Much to the owner's
disappointment, these collections
usually do not score as well as he or
she expected. A solid exhibit of
airmail items should demonstrate the

development of airmail, and not the
set-backs only. These exhibits lack
testimony of progress . Additionally,
it is difficult, if not impossible, to
exhibit a collection of crash covers in
a logical order . Some exhibits I have
seen were a total hodge-podge of
covers from all over the world and
from different time periods . Most
collectors of crash covers limit their
exhibit to a certain geographic area.
Other possibilities are items
connected by the same flight route or
items from a specific country's
airlines . In these cases, the exhibits
can be shown chronologically.
However, neither of these

possibilities deals with the basic problem
mentioned above: to show the
development of mail transportation
by air.

In my opinion it is better to show
these items as part of an exhibit
which includes testimony of progress,
for instance as part of an airmail
collection.

There is another possibility : To show
the covers in the light of postal
history . In this case, crash covers as
such are not the objective, but rather
how they were handled by the postal
authorities . Such an exhibit would
not be called "Crash Covers from
France", but "Postal Handling of
Crash Covers".

It is a fact that postal authorities
handled salvaged mail in different
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ways. In the early 1920 's when
airmail was not common, the postal
clerk simply noted the reason for the
damage in handwriting on the
salvaged item . (This method was also
used in later periods if the number of
items salvaged was small .) Larger
quantities had to be dealt with
differently . In most cases rubber
stamps were used, referencing the
accident . These could be specific for
a given accident, often including the
airplane's identification, or general
with blank spaces for handwritten
additions like date or airplane
identification. If the mailbag was
rescued from water and the postage
stamps were therefore detached, the
stamp contained instructions like "ne
pas taxer " . This way the receiving
postoffice did not tax these items.
(Above instructions can be found on
some french rubber stamps.) In cases
of very large quantities several stamps
had to be made, and specialists know
the differences between these, even
'printing errors' can be found.

Adhesive labels are another way of
marking postal items involved in
accidents . They can be found with
varying text and some of these labels
show printing errors also.

So called "official protective
envelopes" were used to protect mail
severely damaged and fragile . The
address then usually handwritten . If
the quantity of damaged mail was
large, the reason for the damage was
sometimes printed on the protective
envelope. Lastly, there is the
possibility of adding an official
written explanation to the protective

envelope. Post offices in the USA use
clear plastic covers instead of the
usual conventional protective paper
envelopes, sealed with the seal of the
postal authority. This practice
necessitates a readable address on the
damaged item. (Mail salvaged from
the wreck of the "Hindenburg" was
treated in such a fashion .)

Among the salvaged mail, there is
often a bundle or a mailbag for an
another country. In this case, the
post office closest to the scene of the
accident mails the entire unopened lot
to this country, together with an
explanation. It is left up to the
receiving country to mark the
individual items . This way, rubber
stamps or labels of different languages
can be found.

Sometimes crash mail is not handled
correctly. On Oct . 7, 1979, a Swiss
airplane headed for Beijing crashed in
Athens . Greek authorities returned
the salvaged mailbag to Switzerland,
which returned the items to the
senders, partially even without an
explanation . As a minimum, they
could have refunded the postage fee!

Often, the address of the recipient or
sender is illegible due to exposure to
fire or water . There is nothing left
but to destroy the items . From a
collector's view, this is regrettable,
but postal authorities have no other
choice.

The search for crash covers starts
once a collector decided to collect
such or to enrich his existing
collection of a given country . A lot
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of luck is needed, as such items with
few exceptions are scarce . It takes
patience, but the satisfaction of finally
finding a missing item is rewarding.
Specialized collections of crash covers
are rarely found for sale from a dealer
or at auction. It is not unusual to
find unlisted items in such a
collection . For these, initiative and
research are needed, like a search for
airplane crashes of the time period in
question in newspapers at the library.
This might not be very successful for
items from WW II, as such accidents
were kept secret!

Beware of items with the following
rubber stamps : "DAMAGED BY
SEA WATER", "DAMAGED BY
IMMERSION IN SEA WATER" or
"DAMAGED BY WATER", as they
are known on english mail . The
reason for the damage could be a
shipwreck.

Unfortunately there are falsifications,
or better: adulteration of 'normal'
letters . A hole burnt into the center
of a letter is a sure sign of a 'normal'
letter, which was turned into a crash
cover by means of a candle . Letters
damaged by a fire always start to
burn on the sides . Don't be fooled
by a rubber stamp on suspicious
items, it can be made up easily. For
example, the 2-line rubber stamp
"COURRIER ACCIDENTE", made
by using single rubber letters, proved
to be fake (see illustration).

The definition of a 'crash cover'
seems to be difficult .

	

So far all
authors have avoided it .

	

As a
consequence, catalogs also list 'crash

covers' from emergency landings,
where the airplane itself might have
been damaged, but nothing else, least
the mail it carried . The question
what makes an accident an accident
remains unanswered . This could be a
job for a group of experts (FIP? or
FISA?).

Mail involved in accidents is part of
collecting airmail, and as such part of
airmail history. As mentioned above,
collecting crash covers takes patience,
but rewards the collector with
knowledge and fascination. In
closing, this could be illustrated by
looking at some examples:

Unknown accident (Cairo, November 1941)

Repeatably used stamp with exchangeable date.
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Official

	

protective cover with

	

printed
information, used by the PTT.

Stamp on a (slightly damaged) cover.

'Printing error' on a label : "Marke fehlen" is
grammatically incorrect. If should read
"Marken fehlen".

Grammatically incorrect stamp:
"CENTURICN" instead of "CENTURION" .

Handwritten information.

Stamp used by french postal authorities : "ne
pas taxer".

Literature
Henri L. Nierink : Recovered Mail 1918-1978
(Antwerpen, 1984)
A . E. Hopkins : A History of Wreck Covers
(London, 1948)
Joseph L . Eisendraht: Crash Covers (USA,
1979)

A listing of crash covers can be found in
catalogs of many countries, for example:

Frank Muller : Catalogue des Aérogrammes
du Monde Entier (Paris, 1950 ; involving
french airplanes only)
Fernando Corsari : Aerofilatelia Italiana 1784-
1940 (Rom, 1972)

( etc . ).

Falsified stamp.
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Letters to the Editor

I recently attended a stamp show and
purchased what was labeled a 23C . It
was a reasonable price for a used,
thinned stamp. It was a light blue
shade, which I knew was not in my
collection, and it had what appeared to
be two threads, which I thought was an
additional plus . When I got home, I
looked at it closer with a magnifier, and
noticed on the back what appeared to
be something "glued" to the stamp . My
thought being that this could be much
thinner, and repaired . So with nothing
to lose, I started soaking the stamp to
see what came off the back. I
continued soaking and much to my
surprise another light blue stamp was
appearing!

They seemed to be separating
reasonably well . But when they came
apart, it was obvious that the paper of
the top, canceled stamp had fallen apart,
rather than the adhesive releasing.
What I have now is a canceled stamp,
with much of its back on the face of an
uncanceled stamp . The adhesions seem
to be very difficult to remove, so I have
not tried any more soaking.

I thought these interesting enough to
send to Mr. Brach, because they were so
thin, they may be 23E's, which he
could confirm for me . He measured
them and found that when
superimposed, they had a minimum
thickness of 0.102mm and a maximum
0.118mm . He says that the 1Fr stamp

Submitted by Roger Heath

of the time was routinely almost the
measurement of these two stamps
combined.

To quote from the letter Mr. Brach sent
to me: "As to an explanation of the
phenomenon, that is probably quite
simple . Strubels were packaged at the
printing plant, in this case the Bern
Mint, and distributed throughout the
postal system, in envelopes that
measures about 144mm x 115mm, 5
sheets of 25 stamps each (arranged 5 x
5) . . . There was virtually no room for
any horizontal overlap and it can be
assumed that the five sheets came in a
neat stack.

"If two sheets stuck together, particu-
larly on paper as thin as in this case, the
employee extracted what he thought
was one sheet out of the envelope, and
proceeded to cut without his suspicion
having been aroused, et voila, we have
your stamps . He was probably still
wondering to his dying day who stole
the 25 stamps he had to account for
when he was caught short ."

That is the story of my find . I have a
pair of damaged four margin 23Eb
stamps, one canceled and one
uncanceled. They were used, one on
top of the other, and nobody knew it
for 135 years . If they were in good
shape they would catalogue sFr5,550.
So close, but this proves that finds are
out there!
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AHPS Auction 95
For this auction, the Zumstein 1991 catalog values are converted to
dollars at SFr . 1 = $ .80.

We have new APS insurance, so postage to send lots to you will
cost less than it has. Shipments over $1000, over 4 ounces, or to
Canada will get Columbian sheetlets as part of their postage.

Please send your bids to George Struble, 210 18th St. NE, Salem,
OR 97301 . Closing date for bids is December 15.

Auction 96 will appear in the March Tell ; get lots to me by January
10. Please provide a good description of each item.

Lot Description

	

Value

1

	

5 Rayons, 2 Poste Local, 1 Ortspost: 8 different counterfeits,
canceled, not damaged. Reference items! Min . bid $35

Rayons
2

	

Z . 1611 (Sc . 8) Type 36, Stone A2, Position LO . Black
federal grill cancel, smudged . Brownish yellow/deep carmine
shade, fresh color . Margins adequate on al four sides, very
wide at bottom . Zeigler certif : "paper adhering to back but
apparently without faults ." Min . bid $150 .

	

320.00
3 Z . 1611 (Sc . 8) Type 34, Stone E, Pos . LO. Slightly smudged

black fed . grill cancel . Wide margins all four sides . Zeigler
certif.

	

152 .00
4 Z. 17 II (Scott 10) Rayon I Type 39, Stone C1, canceled with

black Fed. Lozenge . Nice, with full margins . Crease in lower
part . Abt Certif. Min. bid $90

	

176.00
5

	

Z . 1711 (Sc . 10) Type 3, Stone B3, Pos . LU. Rayon I . Fresh
color, clean black fed . grill cancel . Margin just clear at bottom,
wide elsewhere. Zeigler certif .

	

280.00
6

	

Z. 20 (Sc . 12) Rayon III . Broad grape-colored x pen cancel.
Four margins, small thin . Min . bid #25.

7 Z. 20 .2 .03 (Scott 12) Rayon III Type 5, pos . MMI, black fed.
grill cancel ; good margins on 3 sides, cut into at top ; Zeigler
certif. Min. bid $95

Strubels
Z. 23C (Sc. 27) 10 Rp . fresh used, with 4 frame lines

Z. 27C (Sc. 30) 1 fr . violet gray, vertical pair . Top
right corner of sheet . Large margins 3 sides . 7-bar
grill cancel on each stamp . Nice relief, black thread,
some discoloration. Min. bid $950
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10 Z. 24F (Sc. 33) 15 Rp . pale rose, thin paper, Geneve CDS
cancel . Four frame lines, good margins right and bottom.
Tiny thin repaired . Pinchot certif. Min. bid $158

	

368 .00
11 Z. 22G, 23Gd (Sc . 36-7) 5, 10 Rp 22g has 2+ frame lines,

23Gd (greenish blue shade) 4 frames lines, nice cancels.
Min. bid $16 .50

	

38.00
12 Z. 24G (Sc. 38) 15 Rp . with nice 9 Juni 59 circular cancel.

Margins top and bottom, frame lines cut into at sides

	

60.00
13 Z. 24G (Sc. 38) Fresh color . Margins wide except cut along frame

line at left . 13.Oct .58 light Grandson cancel . Zeigler certif.

	

60.00
14 Z. 24G .c (Sc. 38) 15 Rp . Light rose shade. Two wide margins,

other frame lines barely cut into. 9.Jan.61 CDS. Min . bid $30 64.00
15 Z. 25G .a (Sc. 39) 20 Rp . yellow-orange shade. Nearly 4

margins. 10.Dec.62 Zurich CDS . Min . bid $45

	

96.00
16 Z. 26G .2.01(b) 40 Rp . , unused without gum. Silk thread

reddish brown . Plate flaw: white streaks in "CO" of
"FRANCO" Good margin at top ; other three cut into at
places. Zeigler certif . Min . bid $450

	

1256.00

Sitting Helvetia
17 Z. 35 (Sc. 48) 60 Rp . F-VF centering, clear Geneve 1 .VII .67

cancel . Discolored spots on back but front clean.
Min. bid $48 . 200.00

18 Z. 36, 37, 38, 40 (Sc 50, 52, 53, 55) . F. Min . bid $38 109.00
19 Z. 36a (Sc. 50) 1 Fr . red-brown shade, Zurich cancel . One

short perf, F . Min . bid $100 400.00
20 Z. 37 .b 2-ct . Pale brown shade. Unused, no gum . Perfs into

design at right. Min. bid $50 . 320.00
21 Z. 43 (Sc. 59) 50-ct . CDS cancel, F centering. Min. bid $20. 52.00
22 Ausser Kurs Z . no . 29 : 3 Rp. black, Type 1, OG . Perfs . touch

design at right and top . Min . bid $110 120.00

Standing Helvetia and UPU
23 Z. 66E.a 20-ct . Orange-reddish shade . Light SON CDS.

Centered F-VF . Min . bid $20 . 40.00
24 Z . 67A.c (Sc. 83) 25-ct . blue-green shade, Bern CDS. Some

short perfs, but VF centering . Min . bid $20 36 .00
25 Z. 67B (Sc . 90) 25c . green, pert . 10 . Unused, no gum.

Perfs into design at top . Min. bid $60 . 180 .00
26 Z. 69C SON 1894 CDS, F-VF. Min . bid $60 136 .00
27 Z. 69C 1893 CDS, VF . Min . bid $60 136 .00
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28 Z. 69C 40-ct . SON Schoftland CDS . Some short perfs,
centered F. M . bid $50

29 Z. 71 B (Sc . 93) 1-fr. lilac horiz . strip of 3, each with SON
Meisterschwanden CDS cancel . Some short perfs,
F centering . Min. bid $100

30 Z. 71 D (Sc. 87a) F-VF, M, HR, OG. Min . bid $30

	

64.00

31 Z. 77B (Sc. 98) 5 ct . UPU. MNH, perfs close at bottom, o/w VF.
Min. bid $40

	

52.00

32 Z. 77C (Sc. 101) block of 7 (pos . 4,5, 11-15) Plattenfehler 2d,
2e, 2f, 2g, 11 . MNH, perfs into design at left on some stamps 50 .40

33 Z. 78B (Sc. 99) 10 ct . UPU Strip of 4, top left of sheet.
Stamps MNH, fresh ; perfs touch design at top . Min. bid $43 80.00

34 Z. 89A (Sc . 108a) CDS, VF . Min . bid $80 .

	

200.00

35 Z. 89B (Sc . 108) 40-ct . M, partial gum, gum creases.
F centering . Min . bid $10 .

	

52.00

36 Z. 90C 50-ct . green. M, OG, LH, F-VF. Min . bid $30

	

60.00

Tell . ..
37 Z. 1261 (Sc. 167a) 10-ct. Tell Type I, 1915 CDS . Min . bid $25 40.00

38 Z. 142 (Sc. 182) 3 fr . red, block of 4 with SON Geneve
cancel on each stamp . F-VF. Min. bid $95

	

160.00

39 Z. 160.a (Sc. 180) 30-ct . Tell bust on chamois paper, pale blue
shade. MNH, VF . Zeigler certif .

	

44.00
40 Z. 176 (Sc . 138) 40 ct . Helvetia with Sword ; VF MNH.

Min. bid $90

	

128.00
41 Z. 185-90 (Sc . 210-15) 1932 Disarmament set VF, MNH

(some gum discoloration on 20c.) Min. bid $48

	

165.50

42 Z. 190 (Sc. 215) 1 fr . Disarmament ; MNH, perfs close at top,
o/w F; Min . bid $20

43 Z. 190 1 fr. Disarmament Block of 4 with single clear central
cds cancel ; VF. Min . bid $40

44 Z. 198 (Sc. 223) Block of 4, single clear cds cancel ; F.
Min. bid $35

45 Z. 205z.2.04 (Sc . 232c) First plate, position 31 . Double print in
"20", "Helvetia", and lower border . F-VF used. Zeigler certif . 101 .00

46 216w (Sc. 284a) 3fr . VF, MNH

	

88.00
47 Z. 218w.2.01 Double print in "TIA" . MNH, F-VF. Zeigler certif .

112.00
48 Z. 272 (Sc . 303) 3 fr . Pax, cds cancel, F-VF . Min . bid $50

	

104.00
49 Z. 290 (Sc . 321) MNH block of 4, F-VF. Min . bid $90

	

208.00
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50 Z. 293 (Sc. 327) 30-ct . VF block of 4 with single centered
Bern cancel . Min . bid $25

	

48.00

51 Z. 297 (Sc. 328) 3-ct . Two blocks of 4 : one F-VF MNH ; the other
F-VF with single central Zurich CDS cancel . Min . bid $35

	

57.60

52 Z. 349-50 (Sc . 376-7) PTT Conf . Margin blocks of 4.
VF, MNH. Min . bid $50

	

112.00

53 Z. 349-50 (Sc . 376-7) blocks of 4, MNH VF . Min . bid $40

	

112.00

54 Z. 349-50 PTT Conf. Overprint blocks of 4, each with single
centered FD cancel . VF. Min. bid $45

	

96.00

COVERS
55 Z. 43 (Sc. 59) with perfin "PS" (Ph . Suchard) on clean

commercial cover Neuchatel to Kaschau, Hungary 23 .IV.80.
Sender backstamps "Ph . Suchard" Min . bid $150

	

220.00

56 Z. 43 (Sc. 59) 50 Rp . on commercial cover (Ph . Suchard)
to Vienna. 25 .11 .72 cancel . Min . bid $110

57 Z. 49 25 Ct . Sitting Helvetia, granite paper, clean 1882
Neuchatel cancel . Min . bid $110

58 Pair of Z . 49 (Sc. 65) on cover Neuchatel to Vienna 9 .11 .82.
Sender stamp Ph . Suchard on back. Min . bid $295

59 Z. 51 .2 .02 50 Rp. on cover Neuchatel to Vienna 14 .11 .82.
Stamp has plate flaw : split border line . Min . bid $975. 1200.00+

60 Z. 70A (Sc . 86) on 25.VIII .82 cover Neuchatel to Vienna.
Sender backstamp "Ph. Suchard" Min . bid $48

	

88.00

61 Z. 249, 267, 270 (Sc . 276, 298, 301) 50 ct ., 1 fr . Pax
on registered cover 11 .VI .45 Locarno to New York. Censor
tape on left edge. Min . bid $100

62 Registered air cover Zurich-Munich 10.IX.24 franked with
Z. F3, F5-12, 140 (10 stamps) . Min . bid $150

63 Luftpost Kat . RF28.9 Zurich-Wien flight 21 .V.28, franked
with Z . F5; clean cover Min . Bid $45

64 Special flight cover Zurich-Geneva 30 .VIII .39 for the Geneva
Convention 75th Anniv . ; addressed to Habanna (sic), Cuba,
franked with Z. 240 and 241 .2 .01 . Min. bid $25

65 Luftpost Kat. SF 40 .2e Red Cross special flight 9 .V .40.
Cancels V/59a and e . Franked with 1939 Pro Juv . : 89 (2),
90(2), 91 (2), 92 . Min . bid $28

66 Z. WI 7-9 (Sc . B7-9) 1917 Pro Juventute set + Z. 128
Kreutzingen to Konstanz . Clean 4 .X11 .17 cancels . Censor
seal XIV Army Corps, Freiburg . Min . bid $125

	

400.00+
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67 Z. WI 133-7 (Sc. B196-200) 1950 Pro Juventute set on
clean, addressed, registered FDC to New York. German
cancel . Min . bid $125

	

272.00

68 Pro Juventute 1954 cacheted unaddressed FDC.
Min. bid $38

	

88.00

69 Cover Argentina to Paris, forwarded to Switzerland . Pair of
Z. P36 with smudged Leysin 1927 cancel . Min. bid $30

	

64.00

BUNDESFEIER CARDS
70 Z. 2, 40, 50, 51 (1911, 24, 28, 28) with 1 .Vlll cancels.

Min . bid $36

71 Z. 2, 14, 15, 27, 38 (1911, 16, 16, 19, 23) mint . Card 15
without value mark (intended for free use by soldiers).
Card 38 carries rubber stamp "Adolf Schlapfer" in address
space. Min . bid $21.

72 Z. 2(2), 3, 9, 13, 14, 18, 19, 37, 42, 63 (1911, 12, 14, 15, 16,
17, 17, 22, 25, 30) used . Card 63: additional stamp removed.
Min. bid $27 .

	

50.00

73 Z. 11, 38 (1914, 23) Overprinted "Entwertet" Min . bid $27

	

38.00

74 Z. 20, 21, 22, 24 (1918) All with 1 .Vlll cancels . First 3
unaddressed, fourth addressed to U .S., with additional
stamp removed . Min . bid $40

	

80.00

75 Z. 52 (1928) 1 .Vlll red Basel Flugplatz cancel, to Paris, with
French Postage Due stamp (Sc . J39) . Min . bid $32

	

56.00+

76 Z. 55 (1928) 1 .Vlll red Zurich Flugplatz cancel . Min . bid $32 64.00
77 Z. 58 (1929) 6 .Okt.29 Ballonpost cancel (V/A 28) Min bid $36 64 .00

78 Z. 58 (1929) 1 .Vlll La Chaux-de-Fonds and Basel Flugpost
cancels. Min . bid $38 .

	

80.00+
79 Z. 59 (1929) 1 .Vlll Basel Flugpost and Zurich Flugplatz

cancels. Min . bid $27 .

	

68 .00+

80 Z. 68 (1931) . Used to Phila . Min . bid $16 .

	

28.00

81 Z. 68 (1931) . Used to Vienna . Min . bid $16 .

	

28.00
82 Z. 69 (1931) . 1 .Vlll cancel . Min . bid $32 .

	

60.00

83 Z. 74 (1932) . Used to Sacramento . Min . bid $18

	

32.00

TETE-BECHE ...
84 Z. K14 (Sc. 195a) F used, two CDS cancels . Min . bid $50

	

96.00
85 Z. K15 (Sc. 197a) F used, one full, one partial CDS.

Min . bid $60

	

96.00
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86 Z. K34Ay, 2 pairs in block of 4, MNH, VF . Min . bid $75

	

99.20
87 Z . K34Az, 2 pairs in block of 4, MNH, VF . Min . bid $70

	

92 .00

88 Z. K 45-8, 45L-50L, VF NH blocks of 4 . Min. bid $14

	

23.20+

89 Z39 or Z40 in block of 4 . VF, MNH .

	

28.00

90 Four complete sheets Z . 413-416. 80 stamps in each sheet,
including 20 each K51-4 and 10 each S69-72 . Min . bid $85 204.00+

AIR
91 Z. F5 (Sc . C5) MNH Superb block of 4 . Min. bid $60 104.00

92 Z. F12 (Sc . C12) 1 fr . MH F-VF. Min . bid $35 168.00

93 Z. F14, 15 (Sc . C13, 14) 35, 40-ct . MNH, VF fresh.
Min . bid $220 292.00

94 Z. F15z (Sc . C14a) 40 ct . grilled gum VF used . Min . bid $45 96.00

95 Z. F16-18 (Sc . C16-18) 1932 Disarmament, MNH, VF.
Min . bid $15 28.00

96 Z. F27-34 (Sc . C27-34) MNH, F-VF . Min . bid $60 140.00

97 Z. F29.2 .02 "White roof" F-VF used . Min . bid $30 64.00

98 Z. F41 (Sc. C41 1946 Pro Aero MNH, VF . Min . bid $25 36.00

99 Z. F42 (Sc. C42) MNH, VF block of 4 . Min. bid $45 80.00

100 Z . F43 (Sc . C43) 30 ct . block of 6, F-VF. One Bern SON

144.00
cancel centered on right block of 4 ; a second at the left edge
of the left pair . Min . bid $65

101 Z . F45 (Sc. C45) Pro Aero 1949 . Upper right margin
block of 4 with single central FD La Chaux-de-Fonds cancel.
VF, 0G, NH. Min . bid $140

	

260.00

102 Z. F 048 Pro Aero 1981 sheet of 8, with FD center cancel in
each block of 4. NH, Superb . Min . bid $40

PRO JUVENTUTE, PRO PATRIA ...
103 Z . WI 6 (Sc . B6) MLH, VF . Min . bid $30 208.00
104 Z . WI 7-9 (Sc. B7-9) 1917 PJ Circular cancels, VF.

Min . bid $50 126.00

105 Z . WI 21-24 (Sc. B21-24) 1922 PJ MNH, VF . Min . bid $18 34.00

106 Z . WI 25-28 (Sc. B25-28) 1923 PJ . F-VF used . Min . bid $20 91 .00
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107 Z . W I981 + 991 .2 .01 Sheetlet with Y-shaped plate defect
in hair . "Tag der Briefmarke" 7 .XII .41 (not what we
remember that date for!) cancel . Min. bid $500

	

620.00

108 Z . WI 100 (Sc . B115) 1941 30+10 ct . MNH block of 4 . Unlisted
variety : white spot on collar of two stamps . Min . bid $10 16.00+

109 Z. WI 200L-204L. 1963 PJ Phosphorescent in blocks of 4,
each with single central FD cancel . VF. Min. bid $50 96.00

110 Z. WI 210-14 MNH VF 1965 PJ strips of 4 with animal names
in tabs. Min. bid $15 60.00

111 Z . WIl 1y, 1z (Sc . B90, 90a) 1938 Pro Patria MLH, VF.
Min . bid $10 51 .40

112 Z. WIl 46-50 1950 Pro Patria in VF MNH lower right corner
blocks of 4 . Min . bid $70 130.00

113 Z. WIl 102 1960 Owl Pro Patria sheet. NH. Min . bid $35 72.00

114 Z . W III 11 (Sc . 242) Aarau sheet VF, very clear centered
FD cancel from the show . Min . bid $32

115 Z . W III 16 Sc. B130) Centenary sheet of 12, with FD
cancels; also FDC pair of Z. 258 (Sc. 287) . Min. bid $1500

(valued as FDC) 2800 .00

116 Z. W III 21 (Sc. B143) Lifeboat sheetlet VF, MNH.
Min . bid $140 300.00

117 Z. W III 35 (Sc. 352A) 1955 Lausanne Exposition Sheetlet.
VF, MNH. Min . bid $70 152 .00

OFFICIALS AND INTERNATIONAL OFFICES
118 Z . DI 4, 13 (Sc. 104, 1013) MNH blocks of 4 . 4 has thin

overprint, 13 has thick . Perfs close on one side, not touching.
4 is backstamped. Fresh. Min. bid $65 200.00

119 Z . DI 9 (Sc. 109) 3-ct. Used, light cancel . Min . bid $20 32.00
120 D III 13-15 (Sc . 2027-29) SdN 3, 5, 10 fr . VF, MNH with

a few gum bends . Gum on 3 fr. is dulled in spots.
Min. bid $850 1200.00

121 Z. D III 23 (Sc. 2031a) SdN 90-ct . VF, 0G. Min . bid $60 176.00
122 Z. D IV 24-28 (Sc . 301, 4, 5, 7, 8) VF blocks of 4, each with

single central cancel . MN . Min . bid $15

	

19.00
123 Z . D IV 84-94 (Sc. 3083-93) BIT 1950. M, HR . Min . bid $25 160.00
124 Z . D IV 95-103 (BIT), V 40-48 (BIE), VI 26-35 (OMS),

VII 21-37 (UN), IX 1-9 (OMM), X 1-9 (UPU) XI 1-9 (UIT)
(Sc. 3094-102, 4040-48, 5026-35, 7021-37, 801-9, 1001-9)
F-VF MNH. Min . bid $25

	

92.00
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125 Z. DV V, VI, VIII VF, canceled, VIII on piece . Min . bid $50

	

96.00
126 Z . D V 22-39 (Sc. 4022-39) Pestalozzi, 1948 landscapes, 1950.

M, HR . Min . bid $30

	

116.00
127 Z . D V 29-39 (Sc. 4029-39) 1950 BIE . VF, MNH . Min bid $35 88 .00

128 Z . D VII 1, 8, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17 (Sc . same numbers)
UN officials Vf used . Min. bid $30 110.00

129 Z . D VII 33 (Sc . 7033) UN 5 fr . MNH F-VF block of 4.
Min. bid $15 32.00

130 Z . D VII 34-39 (Sc . 7034-39) UN 1962-63 issues, MNH
F-VF blocks of 4 . Min . bid $14 25.60

131 Z . D VIII 1-8 (Sc . 601-8) Int'l . Refugee Org . M, HR.
Min. bid $65 . 240.00

POSTAGE DUE
132 Z . P 18AK (Sc . J16) 10-ct . with neat Montreux Dec.83 box

cancel . VF. Min . bid $25 36.00
133 Z . P 19AK (Sc . J17) 20-ct . with parts of two clean CDS . VF.

Min. bid $20 32.00

134 Z. P21 G 100 cts . : strip of 3 with center stamp N, outside K,
plus block of 4, all K. Each stamp has its own cancel.
Min. bid $15 43.60

135 Z . P54z-61z (Sc . J60a-67a) 1938 Dues, grilled gum.
F-VF, MNH . 28.00

Miscellaneous
136 Z. PP 7B (Sc . S6a) 20-ct. Portofreiheitsmarken . F used.

Min . bid $30 64.00
137 Markenheftchen Z . 43 (1960 6-fr . booklet) . Min . bid $20 44.00

138 Markenehftchen Z . 44 (1962 2-fr . booklet) Min . bid $11 20.00
139 Complimentary presentation book for 1979 UPU Congress.

Contains, on hingeless pages, about 126 single stamps,
9 blocks of 4, the Lemanex sheet, 3 FDCs . Mostly 1974-79
issues, but some earlier definitives, incl . bl . of 4 Z. 366-7, 394.
Stamps VF NH . Min . bid $90

140 Presentation booklet for 1989 UPU Congress . Contains 27
stamps: Swiss Intl . Offices and French UNESCO . Stamps
MNH, VF. Min. bid $25
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AUTOGRAPHS AND THE FIRST DAY COVER
by Thomas Burford

Philography or autograph collecting is
a time honored tradition . It can be
traced back to Julius Caesar. I've
been an autograph dealer, appraiser,
lecturer, and authenticator in
California since 1978. I 'm always
asked if I have a huge collection
myself. The answer is no . It is very
small . I have the advantage of
temporarily owning everything I sell.
Only some very personal and special

items are kept . Privately I collect
only Liechtenstein Stamps.

For years, many people have
underestimated the importance of
autographs of famous people . Even
now, there is a large misconception of
the importance of them, but this is
quickly disappearing, mostly due to
renewed interest and education.

One can capture a piece of time and
history in collecting almost anything.
A great reward for a simple act . The
focus these days seems to revolve
around sports, politics, and film stars,
but hardcore collectors have always
recognized the importance of
collecting autographs of the "blue
chip" or what I personally call the
"top 1%ers " in all professional areas.

There is so much to cover in the area
of autograph collecting it would take
me away from what I intend to write
about here. Therefore, I will talk
about a First Day Cover (FDC) I had
autographed for me . But first some
background on how my interest
started.

While on Honeymoon in Liechten-
stein in 1980 I was charmed with the
beauty and hospitality of the country.
I visited most of the tourist spots, the
villages, the mountain walks, and the
philatelic museum. At this time I
hadn't begun collecting. While at a
small hotel in the mountains, I
noticed upon checkout, a small packet
of exquisite stamps for sale at a
reasonable price . I studied the
craftsmanship and detail closely. It
reminded me of when America used
to put this kind of effort into
engraving. On my way down to
Vaduz by mail bus (often used in
place of the local bus by tourists and
locals for a nominal fee), I had a long
chat with the mailman . This inspired
me enough to go back to the museum
again and ask more about stamp
collecting . I have since, been on
standing order with Official Philatelic
Service and a member of
Liechtenstudy.

Later in 1985 my wife and I returned
to Europe and a trip to Liechtenstein
was on the itinerary. By now I was
familiar and romanced by
Liechtenstein, its beautiful stamps and
the faces and places I had seen with
each new issue . I was ready this time.
I had my list of stamp dealers as well
as new points of interest generated
from the history lessons learned from
my collecting.

I had just made some stamp and First
Day Cover purchases at a local shop,
and just ahead was the Liechtenstein
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National Museum. While nearing the
side entrance to its offices, I noticed a
car waiting and three people talking.
My heart jumped as I neared.
Learning to always carry a pen and
paper for signers, I quickly began
searching my pockets . Oh dread!
No paper! An incredible thought
passed through my head . Where is it?
Frantically looking I found my recent
purchase, the newest FDC of HRH
Prince Francis Joseph II and HRH
Princess Gina.

And there they were standing right in
front of me . How wonderful they
looked . I slowly approached trying
hard to hold back my excitement . I
stopped within three feet of them,
and introduced myself as a tourist,
hoping I wouldn't break any rules of
formal courtesy, and asked if they
would sign the cover.

Knowing to never push pen and
paper at any celebrity I waited until
they reached to accept these items
from my hand. It seemed like
everything went on in slow motion
from then on for me . They were
charming and polite and asked how I
was enjoying my vacation as they
both signed. This I knew
immediately was a keeper. Something
which had special meaning to me
personally and a memory of my
lifetime .

"cancel to order" FDC . Each of us
must decide individually in these
cases . It seems a matter of personal
preference or accessibility . From my
standpoint, an autograph can lend a
whole new and exciting dimension to
collecting in both fields . Autographs
on FDC's for philogra-phists, and
FDC's with autographs for phila-
telists.

Autographs on FDC's should enhance
one's collection . Without a doubt,
there will be exhibitions in the future
of great importance in this area with
a large following . In the past few
years, too must interest has been paid
to the commercial side of collecting.
Collections are not about buying and
selling all the time . They should be
about appreciating, learning, research,
building, sharing, and my favorite --
the search for that special piece . As a
dealer I also must stop and smell the
roses to remind myself that there is
more to life than the business side of
a hobby that became my work.

I must remember the passion which
made me stick to this all these years.
This is what keeps the hobby alive.

Possibly by the next LIBA exhibition
I will have enough to make a special
presentation . Until then, remember
there are always new ways to
brighten old hobbies.

The FDC autographed is growing in
popularity. The only argument by
purists is whether signing the cover CELEBRITY ACCESS (415) 389-8133

defaces it or not . This is somewhat 20 SUNNYSIDE AVE ., Ste . A241

akin to the argument whether a

	

MILL VALLEY, CA 94941
posted envelope is better than a

	

Thomas Burford-Publisher
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The new catalog's, a review
By John Steinberg
The 1993 Zumstein Switzerland - Liechtenstein catalogue is now available . The
spiral binding of the catalog with which most of our members have been
familiar with, has been replaced by a "Libretto" binding . This new type of
binding is supposed to be more convenient, and when the book is in use it will
lie flat when opened . The chances of loosing pages should no longer occur.
The price is $21 .75 ppd . for AHPS members.

In addition, the Swiss Aerophilatelic Society - Schweizer Aerophilatelisten
Verein, has published a new 1992 Swiss Airmail Handbook (Schweizerisches
Luftpost Handbuch).

This Handbook is revised and includes the first half of 1992, containing 576

pages with numerous illustrations . The text is in German with the exception
of the introduction and abbreviations, which are also in English . The previous
edition was published in 1984.

The catalog contains all aspects of Swiss Aerophilately, scheduled, special and
commemorative flights, Swiss and Liechtenstein dispatches for foreign
countries . German catapult flights, Zeppelin flights to Switzerland, as well as
Swiss and Liechtenstein dispatches for Zeppelin flights . Recovered mail, crashes
in Switzerland, pioneer flights of 1913, Swiss and Liechtenstein postage stamps
for Airmail use including stationery . Military markings and flight covers.
Historical part of Aerophilately prior to WW I including documents of all
kinds of balloons, dirigibles, air meetings, dropped pamphlets during WW I,
WW II, and so on . Space does not permit to list them all.

Rare pieces in good condition show considerable price increases and price
decreases for those items where the supply is plentiful . The various chapters
are the same as in the 1984 edition, except for the section on flight
cancellations . This area has now been divided into Airmail with its dated
postmarks.

The evaluations are given in points (one point equals 1 Swiss Franc)
comparable to the system used by the Zumstein catalogue . They express the
relative value of one cover to another one . The valuations include stamps of
low value. Stamps of higher value must be assessed additionally . Stamp values
are included where mail with only special stamps was accepted, such as
Pro-Aero flights . Exceptional beautiful items, the so-called "Luxury Pieces "
carry a surcharge . This handbook is available for $ 53 .25 ppd.
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A PROFILE OF A SWISS STAMP COLLECTOR
By Robert D. Gleichenhaus

The success of A .H.P .S . depends upon
the loyal support of those dedicated
Swiss philatelists who are willing to
donate their time for the good of the
organization.

One of the outstanding examples of
selfless devotion for the betterment of
the Society is Bob Ziegler of
Indianapolis, Indiana . Bob is a
successful attorney, whose primary
specialty is defending doctors and
hospitals in the many lawsuits being
filed against the medical profession.

He originally started in the Helvetia
(USA) and joined A .H.P .S . when it
was started. Beginning as Sales
Circuit Manager, he then became
Secretary, and finally served as
President . Other activities include
interim TELL editor, occasional
contributor of articles, has hosted the
National A.H.P .S. meeting at
INDEPEX in 1991 . He has exhibited
and judged at several A .H .P .S.
National shows and is the leading
expertiser in the organization.

Almost all of his collecting interests
are confined to the country of
Switzerland and he is involved in
virtually every facet starting with
Cantonals, Strubels, Rayons, postage
dues, forgeries, cancellations, usages,
censored mail originating in Switzer-
land, varieties and plate flaws, etc . on
all issues.

Also his collection includes "
socked-on-the-nose" cancels, Swiss philatelic

literature, prephilately and postal
stationery. Talk about a variety of
interests!

Bob became interested in stamp
collecting while in graduate school in
1971 . He started with U .S . Then a
local dealer sold him an old Scott
International with S through Z
countries, and it had quite a few nice
Swiss, especially Semi-Postals . He
tried several countries but liked Swiss
best and picked up a Swiss Specialized
Catalogue and by 1974 he was really
getting into it! Bob sold off his other
collections and bought Swiss instead.

Ziegler has some interesting obser-
vations on experiences he has enjoyed
which are related to Swiss stamp
collecting:

"Meeting and getting to know Felix
Ganz, a most remarkable person;
meeting such interesting people such
as Chuck LaBlonde, Harlan Stone,
and many others . Other 'thrills'
include finding 'sleepers' such as a
72C, a 72F, an 8 II K postage due,
several 63 Ad 's, an open-eye Apollo
retouch, and many other discoveries.
I am trying to improve my French
and build up my German . I would
like to learn more about Swiss history
and culture . We hope to get back
there someday soon ."

Bob comments that A .H.P .S . has
helped him get in touch with know-
ledgeable people who have been
willing and able to share their
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knowledge . He has benefited from
TELL, the best source in English on
Swiss philately, and feels the
organization has alerted him to people
and literature in the Swiss philately
field . He feels fortunate to have met
these extraordinary people through
organized philately, learning a great
deal from them.

In fact, he has been able to impart
this knowledge to others . He is
considered the leading U .S . authority
on the Rayon issues . Bob has
invested quite a lot of time and effort
in learning to plate the Rayons. He
has successfully plated thousands of
these challenging items.

Bob has been working on a handbook

for a number of years, but lately his
law practice has demanded a great
deal of his time . He hopes to be able
to ease off a little on Law soon, but
his goal is not yet in sight.

In the meantime, he hopes that his
expertising of Swiss items has been a
help to some of the members . He
bemoans the fact that his time has
been at a premium lately, so if he gets
a lot of material at once, his
turnaround time has suffered.

Bob is a true symbol of dedication to
others, scholarship of the hobby, and
the obvious pleasure and relaxation he
gets from the collecting of Swiss
stamps.
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23F, A NEW STAMP?
By Pierre Guinand, translated by Herbert Brach

(Translator's Note): The following article by Swiss expert, Pierre Guinand, appeared
in French in the Berner Briefmarken Zeitung, Nr . 1/1987 and in German,
translated by George Valko, in the same publication, Nr . 3/1987. The article
raises points I had not considered when I wrote my monograph on thin paper
Strubels, and while they tend to confirm the conclusions I reached, I feel they
should be made known to the English-speaking collector.

I was particularly impressed by the measured reasonableness with which Mr.
Guinand gives each side of an argument its due. In a recent letter, with which Mr.
Guinand kindly sent me this article and made me aware of its publication, he
added the following:

When one speaks of a (stamp) "issue" one must know if the word is used
in the postal sense or in the printer's sense, for they are not at all the same thing.
In the postal sense, the "F" series constitutes a true issue. For the printer, this was
certainly not the case, these stamps having been printed at the same time as the "B"
series with the same plate arrangements, as evidenced by the presence of the same
varieties in the same locations within the sheets (for example, the white dash to the
right of the Helvetia, which is found on both 24B and 24F, always in the bottom
right corner of the sheet)."

One more explanatory point: When the article was published, in 1987, 23F
was not yet part of the official Zumstein lexicon, it having been omitted from
listing in the 1982 edition of Specialized Catalogue.

23F, a new stamp? Assuredly not, it
has existed for 130 years and has been
discussed for at least 50 years! But its
right of existence has not been
recognized to this day.

For unfathomable reasons, specialists
have preferred to classify the 10 Rp
stamp with green silk thread on thin
paper as "B", contrary to what has
been the practice with the other
values . Why? Is it because there is
no difference in color shades between
these two? Come on, everybody
knows that the 15Rp and20Rp
stamps on thin paper (24F and 25F)
have color shades that are exactly
alike to those to be found on the 24B
and 25B stamps . This, by the way, is

also true in the case of the 5Rp stamp
(22F).

The 10Rp stamp with green thread on
silk paper exists! One can even find
it cancelled with circular date stamps
from May 24th, 1857 on (first day
after recall of the grill cancellers) . So?
Is it a desire to simplify the
classification? A refusal to add one
more number to a numerous series as
it is? This possibly may be so . But it
is astounding that this stamp (23F) has
not been given recognition earlier; it
is illogical to recognize a
differentiation between 24B and 24F
on the basis of the difference of their
paper thickness and on the presence
or absence of depth of embossing and
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to refuse to accept the same
differentiation criteria for the 10
Rappen stamp.

A SHORT HISTORICAL LOOK
BACK: THE "F" STAMPS.

There are two doctrines which do not
really contradict each other, but
which lead to different classification
methods.

One group considers the stamps from
a strictly technical point of view : At
the time of printing the stamps in
Bern, there were stocks of paper
which were thinner than usual and it
is the printing of these sheets that led
to today's "F" stamps . It was not a
question of a deliberate new issue
either on the part of the Postal
Administration or of the printer.
Collectors should thus consider these
stamps as "B" stamps on thin paper
and not as separate issue. If one
adopts this view-point, the "F"
classification becomes non-existent
and the thin-paper stamps should be
classified as a variety of the "B" issue.

The other approach maintains that
while these stamps were printed at
the same time as the "B" stamps, they
were set aside as rejects, their paper
having been judged as being too thin.
But, in 1856-57, the demand for
stamps was such that a decision had
to be made to put these reject sheets
to use, thus creating, by means of a
postally motivated decision, a new
"issue" in the full sense of the word.
If one accepts this reasoning, then this
is a totally separate issue . It is also
for technical reasons that their

appearance at the postal counters was
delayed; in effect, the use of "thin
paper" has never been found at either
the beginning or in the middle of the
use period of the "B" stamps.

In the course of time, these two
points of view were, in turn, adopted,
rejected and readopted . Each time the
catalogues adopted one or the other,
the voices of some specialists were
raised, demanding a change. Today,
there is no great pressure to contest
the majority feeling of the collectors
that the "F" series is an issue which
merits being shown separately, even
though its identification is sometimes
problematical ; it is not considered
judicious to demand yet another
change.

As can be seen, we are dealing with a
difference in doctrine and it would be
wrong to judge the experts as
"capable"

	

or

	

"incapable",

	

as
"competent" or "incompetent"
depending on which side of the
argument one leans toward.

The Zumstein Handbook of 1909
does not mention the 1856-57 stamps
on thin paper separately . In the 1914
edition, however, this concept was
introduced and one can even find,
under number 41, a 10Rp value with
green silk thread on thin paper . But
the 1924 edition speaks a different
language : The stamps on thin paper
are incorporated into the other issues
and numbers 35 to 46 are presented as
"printed on thin to medium thick
paper" . Then, from 1939 on, one
finds them again classified separately.
It is probably due to the studies made
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by Hans Erne of Böttstein that they
were readmitted (see BBZ 1930,
numbers 1,3 and 4).

Then, in 1952, a study-group, the
"Swiss Specialists Collectors
Association" turns its attention to this
problem. The protocols show that
the members of this group were not
of a unanimous opinion . Finally, the
opinion of Prof . Dr . J Suter of Zürich
carries the day : The stamps on thin
paper should not constitute a separate
issue! In 1953, Suter published a few
pages concerning this thorny question
(BBZ 1953, numbers 4, 5/6, 7/8).

But as soon as in number i of 1954,
Hans Klauser from Rapperswil, a
member of the study-group previously
alluded to, voices his opposition to
the suppression of the "thin-paper"
stamps as a separate category in an
article of three pages . Other voices,
other pens join the concert with no
result other than to increase the
collector's incertitude.

In the absence of unanimity among
the experts, the house of Zumstein
refused to modify their catalogue yet
once again and the separate listing of
thin-paper stamps is retained . This is
the situation to this day and we think
it to be good, even if a new group of
"specialists" clamors once more for
their elimination.

So much for the " F" category in its
entirety. It must be mentioned that
P. Henchoz, in an article published in
the SBZ nr. 12/1937 (P .276) refers to
a 10Rp stamp with green silk thread
on thin paper, our present 23F! You

can see that it has been 50 years that
one has discussed this stamp.

Then, in 1980, it is an analysis made
by Dr. J .C. Ulrich of the Bieberist
paper mill, which establishes that the
thin paper with green thread does not
contain starch (as a filler), thus
reinforcing the opinion that the "F"
stamps should form part of the first
printing period ("A" and "B" issues)
and not of the third period ("G"
period) . On this subject, Hans
Hunziker's book should be consulted
(p . 39 and 40).

The present classification is certainly
not fundamentally in error . Each
collector is obviously free to adopt
either one or the other point of view
and to mount his collection or even
exhibit it accordingly . Let us admit
once and for all that both systems are
acceptable and let us stop shooting at
those who do not agree with us . In
exhibitions, no jury will penalize an
exhibitor who strays from the
catalogue, as long as the system
proposed is coherent.

Let us now go to 23F. Its paper is
obviously similar to that of the other
values of this series; it is a thin paper
of cloudy aspect due to its
transparency, with its thickness being
around 0 .05 mm. It is remarkably
tough in view of its thinness and the
expression "silk paper", hallowed by
long usage, is misleading. The silk
paper used today by the baker to
wrap his bread is soft and fibrous,
while the paper on our "F" stamps is
remarkably dense, as long as it has
not been subjected to chemical
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treatment or excessive washing, of
course.

The impression of the "F" stamps is
similar in aspect to that of the "B"
stamps which, after all, is logical,
since the stamps were printed
simultaneously . It is in examining the
printing that one can differentiate
between 23F and 23A which is
sometimes found on extremely thin
paper . The impression of 23F is of
medium quality, almost never as good
as that of 23A and one can distinguish
ink concentrations around the outline
of the "Helvetia", principally around
the shoulders and the right elbow
(between the spear and the body).
The "wear" of the frame lines is
frequent. We use quotation marks,
for the term "wear" is not the correct
one: the frame lines of the "F"
stamps are not any more worn than
those of the "A" or "C" stamps, but
not all the individual cliches are fixed
in a perfectly horizontal plain . A
cliche which is slightly skewed will
not make contact with the paper over
its entire surface and as a result, one
or another of the frame lines will
miss being printed in part or totally.
Incomplete frame lines are found
from the beginning to the end of the
Strubel issue, on all denominations;
this is particularly true of 22Aa, from
the very first printing, where a
question of wear is out of consider-
ation. Let us just say that the
printing of the frame lines of 23F is
often incomplete.

In examining the stamps in detail,
dark color spots will be found on 23B
and 23F, as if the ink had not been

well dispersed (which, after all, was
probably the case) . The undispersed
color spots will not be found (shall
we say: never?) on 23A stamps . On
the other hand, they are always
present on the "milky blue" shades of
23Ca and 23Ea and on the later
printings.

Let us recapitulate : 10Rp stamps with
green silk thread can be:

23Aa : Regular printing, abundant
inking, "blotting paper " effect, as if
the paper had been excessively
humidified . Paper very thin or thin.
Faint to medium depth of relief.

23A: Regular printing, better than
that of 23Aa, normal ink quantity.
The background lines are finer.
Paper very thin or thin. Faint to
medium depth of relief.

23B: Impression less regular, color
agglomeration around the silhouette
of the figure. Minute pigment
particles, appearing almost black,
distributed over the whole surface of
the design . Paper medium thick to
thick . Generally, good relief.

23F: Impression as in " B " , traces of
color agglomeration around the
silhouette . Minute pigment particles,
as in "B". Paper very thin or thin
(0 .05mm) . Barely perceptible or no
relief .

23G: Essentially poorer impression,
almost always smeared . Many
pigment particles, relief hardly or not
perceptible . Paper medium thick to
thick .

	

If the classification of a
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specimen presents a problem, it is best
not to make precipitate decisions.
Slip the stamp into a "pending
classification" place, whence it is
reclassified after observations have
been made, such as at stamp
exhibitions or after a visit to a more
advanced collector. Take the stamp
in hand, forcing yourself to judge it
impartially, as though you were not
its owner. If doubt still persists,
recourse will have to be had to an
expert . But let us not forget that it is

in the observation of the stamps,
those one owns and those belonging
to others, especially on the occasion
of an exhibition, that the collector
will form his judgement . The patient
work of observing the stamps
themselves will be more profitable
than the reading of an expert's
certificate . Strubels are shown in
exhibits of all levels and the study of
collections mounted by experienced
collectors is for all of us an
inexhaustible source of learning.

Thoughts about ROMPEX '93

	

by Dick Barton

I planning for the biannual meeting at ROMPEX 93 is proceeding well . My
overall plan for the convention is as follows:

Friday

	

May 14, 1993
Daytime

	

open for viewing exhibits and dealers
evening

	

informal get together.

Saturday

	

May 15, 1993
Daytime

	

one hour seminars and programs on Swiss
topics

evening

	

ROMPEX awards banquet

Sunday

	

May 16, 1993
Daytime

	

open for viewing exhibits and dealers

I would appreciate any suggestions to changes and/or additions to the above
plan . I have sent out some letters to members asking them to conduct 1 hour
seminars . So far only Don Lueck has agreed to discuss Swiss Revenues, but
the initial response from Herbert Brach leading a discussion on Strubles is very
encouraging . I will set aside an hour for the annual meeting, as well as an
hour for members to conduct a stamp swap . I have also suggested to Ed
Chalfant that he bring his June auction material to the show for viewing.

This is a call for exhibits at ROMPEX '93. Anyone interested in exhibiting
Swiss material at the biannual convention should sent me a note.

I look forward to meeting you at ROMPEX '93.
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Our candidate:
Ernest Bergman is a lifelong stamp
collector, starting at the age of 5, has
been living in Germany, Switzerland
and since 1946 in the USA, and the
last 34 years in State College,
Pennsylvania . He has participated in
many philatelic events, from the local
to the international level.

Erny Bergman joined the "old
Helvetia " Society in 1947, had to
step out when living in Oregon and
rejoined again in 1977 . He served on
the Helvetia Library Donation
Committee in 1983/84 which brought
about the incorporation of the
Helvetia library into the APRL
Library in State College PA in August
1984.

Presently he is serving on the Board
of Trustees of the American Philatelic
Research Library and as member of
the APS Budget Committee . He is a
life-member of APS, has served on the
APS Board of Elections, Slide
Procurement Committee,
Director-at-large (1989-1991), is a

reviewer of literature for The
American Philatelist, on the
Expertizing Committee (Swiss stamps)
and a translator (German & French)
for the APS Central Office when
needed.
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Autographs and the first day cover
see related story inside.

Signatures:
Bob Hope
Maurice Chevalier
Dom de Luise
Paul Lipson
Hal Linden
Phil Silvers
Keith Baxter
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